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We study the problem of assigning a small subset of indivisible items to a group of agents so
that the subset is agreeable to all agents, meaning that all agents value the subset as least as
much as its complement. For an arbitrary number of agents and items, we derive a tight worstcase bound on the number of items that may need to be included in such a subset. We then
present polynomial-time algorithms that find an agreeable subset whose size matches the
worst-case bound when there are two or three agents. Furthermore, we investigate the
problem of efficiently computing an agreeable subset whose size approximates the size of the
smallest agreeable subset for any given instance. We consider three well-known models for
representing the preferences of the agents---ordinal preferences on single items, the value
oracle model, and additive utilities---and establish tight bounds on the approximation ratio
that can be obtained by algorithms running in polynomial time in each of these models.
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